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Exterior car accessories are well designed items that embellish and protect your vehicles. There are
various kinds of exterior car accessories present in the market. While some are found cheap, there
are others that are very expensive. Furthermore, there are those that keep on developing time and
again. Itâ€™s a fact that new car accessories are launched in the market from time to time. Among the
basic exterior auto accessories we find billet grilles, bull bars, deflectors, running boards, and
tonneau covers to mention a few. 

Now the major function of the exterior auto accessories is to make your vehicle look attractive.
However, exterior auto accessories like the trailers, the tooneau covers also serves a lot of
purposes. For instance, the trailers are found useful in assisting you carry out the additional load. In
this respect, it will important to know about the basic exterior car accessories mentioned above and
the purpose served by each one of them. 

Deflectors

Deflectors are common in SUVs and trucks and helps keep debris and insects from striking the
windshield. Thus automotive accessory is specially designed including a rising ridge which develops
slipstream effect carrying the dust and microbes over top of a car. A hood deflector or hood shield
also safeguards the hood from trenching due to the tar, flying pebbles and road debris. 

Tonneau Covers

One of the useful exterior car accessories, the tonneau covers are used to safeguard cargoes from
bad weather and from the risk of being stolen. Such covers even add to aerodynamic properties of
truck that in turn improves the gas mileage. There are various kinds of tonneau covers to choose
from whether you are driving a GMC, Dodge, Ford, Toyota, Nissan or Chevy makes of truck.

Bull bars

Grille guards or bull bars are well designed so as to protect the vehicleâ€™s front end in event of
collision. The bull bars are made up of different materials. These include aluminum tubing, welded
steel, and plastic. 

Billet Grilles

Billet grilles are used to customize the presence or look of the vehicle. Billet grilles are readily
available for every model and regardless of type, whether itâ€™s a SUV or a truck or a car. The chrome
plated or coated stainless steel grilles are considered of highest order as most drivers look for them. 

Running Boards

The running boards are designed to assist the passengers of a car to get in as well as get out of the
rig safely, quickly and conveniently.
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